
QUICK-START GUIDE

Welcome to CQ Legislative Impact, the revolutionary service that enables you to take the
next step in legislative tracking --- determining how pending legislation would impact

existing laws.  

CQ Legislative Impact integrates Bill Text with Public Law Text and U.S. Code so that you’ll
be able to make the connections between pending bills and current law faster and more 
accurately than ever before. Plus, customized e-mail alerts give you an early warning when bills
are introduced that might affect the laws you monitor.

CQ Legislative Impact allows you to call up a bill -- from this Congress or previous sessions --
and instantly see which sections of the U.S. Code or Public Laws would be altered by the bill.
Similarly, you can find a law and see how various bills have amended it over time – or how
pending bills propose to amend the law today.

We hope that this guide will give you an overview of the basic functions and provide answers 
to frequently asked questions that arise about CQ Legislative Impact. As always, should you
require any further assistance or personalized training, please feel free to contact the Account
Management team at hotline@cq.com or by phone at 202-419-8511.

We look forward to serving you.

Please be advised that all information in CQ.com is copyrighted. As such, by using the assigned username and password above, you
agree not to download or otherwise distribute (in print, electronic Web or intranet format) material appearing on the site without
prior written permission from CQ. The sole exception is that you may download or reproduce a single print copy for internal use
in the ordinary course of business.
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To access CQ Legislative Impact, log into your CQ.com account. You can view CQ Legislative
Impact – and all CQ.com products – from the ‘Jump to a publication’ drop down menu located
on the upper-right side of the screen.

From there, go to the MyCQ tab and click on the Legislative Impact link. 

There are multiple ways to
search or browse for the
information you need.

Note: You will only be able 
to search using one option. 
If you request to search by
more than one option, you
will receive an error message. 

Overview
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In addition to conducting
specific searches, you also
can browse by Act Name
and PL Number.
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1. Under the “Bill Numbers” search option, type in the bill number. Click “Go.”

2. You will receive a complete list of all the current public laws and U.S. Code sections
that would be affected by the enactment of the bill you specified.

View the Effects of Pending Bills on Current Law
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3. Click the title of the public law to view the complete text of that law.

4. You will then access a pop-up window containing the text of the law specified. 

Margin notes are
included in the text

of public laws.
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5. You can also click the U.S. Code sections to view the current text of the U.S. Code
cite. 

The U.S. Code text integrated into CQ Legislative Impact is the most up-to-date version
available.
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1. To view the relationship between specific existing laws and bills, enter the U.S.
Code Cite, Statute At Large Number or PL Number of interest. Click “Go.”

View the Relationships Between Specific Laws and Other Texts
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2. You will then see all the relationships between the public law you entered and
other legislative texts. 

Throughout 
CQ Legislative Impact,

click on the double arrows
to view the relationships
between existing public

laws, U.S. Code, and 
bill text. Get the titles 

and exact sections
of U.S. Code the 

law amended.

View changes to
the law since its

enactment.

See pending bills
that would affect
this public law.

Access how 
the specific law 
changed prior 

laws.
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1. To create an e-mail alert, check the box next to the public law you wish to track.
You can create an alert to find all bills that would change the specific law or you
can receive notification when bills that affect the law are enacted. Note: You can
also use a list of laws if you are interested in more than one law.

2. Once you have selected an alert type, the public law you are tracking will be noted. 
Click “Next.”

Easily add 
additional law

sources to your
alerts.

Note:Your law is shown here.

Create a Customized Alert

3. Follow through the Alerts Wizard to complete the alert set-up process.
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1. You also can create a customized alert from a specific section of the U.S.
Code. Select the section you wish to include in your alerts.

2. Follow through the Alerts Wizard to complete the alert set-up process.

Easily add 
additional law

sources to your
alerts.

Note:Your selected laws are shown
here.
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1. Select “Create a law list” link on the top of the screen.

2. Enter the U.S. Code cite, Stat reference and/or Act name that you’d like to save in
your law list. If you are entering an Act name, the law list feature will 
automatically fill this space with your specified Act names as you type.

National Science Foundation
Authorization Act of 2002

Create a Law List
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3. Add additional U.S. Code
cites, Stat references or
Act names you wish to
include in your law list.

4. Name your list. Click
“Save.”

5. You will receive 
confirmation that your
law list has been saved
and options to create 
customized alerts by 
selecting one of the two 
“Be alerted” links.

5. Your law list selections
will be available for
online display and used
in your customized alerts.

Easily add 
additional law

sources to your
alerts.
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Bill Text now includes links to instantly view laws and specific sections of the U.S. Code that
would be affected by passage of the bill.

1. To access enhanced Bill Text, log into your CQ.com account. You can access Bill
Text from the ‘Jump to a publication’ drop down-menu located on the upper right
of the screen. Alternatively you can go to the MyCQ tab and click on the Bill Text
link. You also can access the service through the Search tab.

2. On the search form, Bill Text will be cited as a source. Enter the bill numbers you
wish to see or enter words for your Bill Text search. In the example below, the
search was based on the words “lobbying reform.” In addition, you can access
Legislative Impact from this page.

Access Enhanced Bill Text
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5. View the complete list of all laws and U.S. Code sections that would be affected by
the language in the selected bill.

3. Bill Text has been enhanced to include the Legislative Impact summaries on the
right side of the screen.

4. Click “View Details” to view the specifics on how the bill language would affect 
existing laws and U.S. Code sections.

Legislative Impact
summaries
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2. On the Advanced Search page, Public Law Text will be pre-selected as your source.
Enter the fields you wish to use to find public laws in your interest area or by other
search criteria. In the example below, “iran” was used as a keyword search term.

Public Law Text is
searchable from the

106th Congress
onward

1. To view Public Law Text, log into your CQ.com account. You can access Public Law
Text from the ‘Jump to a publication’ drop down menu located on the upper right
of the screen. Alternatively you can go to the MyCQ tab and click on the Public
Law Text link. You also can access the service through the Search tab.

Access Public Law Text
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3. Click on “Legislative Impact.” 

4. View the relationships between your selected public laws and prior laws, U.S.Code,
changes to the law since its enactment and what pending bills would modify the
law.

Public Law Text 
includes the complete

text of every public law
enacted since the 1st

Congress in 1789.

Remember, to view the relationships between the specified search request and public
laws and U.S. Code sections, click on the double arrow to the left side of the law or
U.S. Code action:
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U.S. Code text on CQ.com includes the most up-to-date version of U.S. Code text
available. It includes the complete text of all 50 Titles of U.S. Code, including all 
subtitle, part, chapter and section language.

1. To view the U.S. Code, log into your CQ.com account. You can access the U.S.
Code from the ‘Jump to a publication’ drop-down menu located on the upper
right of the screen. Alternatively you can go to the MyCQ tab and click on the U.S.
Code link. You also can access the service through the Search tab.

Access U.S. Code
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2. Check the box next to the specific U.S. Code section you’d like to track. 

Use the drop 
down that appears to 

view the options associated
with the your selected 
U.S Code section.

3. Use the drop-down menu on the top of the screen to select from the following
options:

• Display full text
• Save as or add to law list
• Show legislative impact summary
• Alert me when these sections are updated
• Alert me when any bills would change these sections
• Alert me when bills that affect these sections are enrolled
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1. To access Bill Text, Public Law Text
or U.S. Code through the Search
tab, check the box associated with
the service you wish to use as a
source. Then enter the words, bill
numbers or time frame of added
content for your requested search.
Click “Search.”

2. You can then access the various 
relationships between the listed
public laws and U.S. Code sections
and prior law, other U.S. Code
titles, changes to the law since
enactment and pending bills that
might affect it.

In this example,
Public Law Text and 
U.S. Code are search

sources. A word search 
on “stem cells” was

requested.

3. As in previous examples, from the
resulting screen, you can choose to
set up customized alerts based on
the selected law, view texts of any
U.S. Code and public laws listed, see
the laws that have amended the
public law since enactment and view
how pending bills would change the
law. In addition, you can go on to
view the legislative impact of any law
listed on the screen by clicking on
the double arrows to the left of the
public law or U.S. Code section.
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